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This invention relates to busineSS machines of

movement of the ribbon lift for a period of time
When the ribbon is in line with the spools, and by
an arrangement for actuating the lateral ribbon
feed principally during that period in the operat
ing cycle. Further improvement is obtained by
mechanism insuring that there will be no lateral
ribbon feed excepting when the ribbon is at spool
level. Because the ribbon is fed laterally while
the ribbon vibrators are stationary and while the
ribbon is level with the spools and tensioning
devices, there is no tendency for the ribbon guides
On the vibrators to curl or tear the edges of the
ribbon, and a Smooth ribbon is presented to

the class having printing means using a print
ing ribbon. More particularly this invention is
concerned with means for feeding and vibrat
ing the ribbon during the operation or cycling
of tha machine. Although shown and described
in connection. With a printing computer or cal
3ulator, the structure and concepts involved may
be useful in registers, tabulators, typewriters, or
0
other ribbon-printing machines.
It is customary in many printing machines to
Support a printing ribbon under tension between
two storage reels or spools located one each on
either side of a printing area, and to feed the rib
the type bars.
Jeon laterally from one spool to the other, in 15 Incidental objects and further details of that
short steps, across the Space between the spools.
Which is believed to be novel and this invention
This is called ribbon “feeding.’ It is also usual
Will be clear from the following description and
to raise and lower the ribbon at different times

ig the inachine cycle, so that at One time for
ity of the record the ribbon will be held
7 the characters being printed, and at an
other time for printing purposes the ribbon will
be positioned in one or more different areas op
posite the type bars or other printing means.
This raising and lowering is accomplished by

claims taken. With the accompanying drawings

d
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mechanisms called ribbon vibrators or lifts.

For conservation of space as in a calculator of
the type here described, the ribbon vibrators are
Sorrietimes located close to the ribbon Spools and
the ribbon tensioning members. When this is
so, the vibration of the ribbon between the lower
visible record position and a raised printing po

Figure 3 is a rear elevational view of the ribbon
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sition pulls the ribbon angularly considerably out
of line with the ribbon spools. Consequently,
in these machines, a ribbon feed while the ribbon
is lifted or otherwise out of line Will have a

the ribbon in the guides of the lifters, with re
Sultant tearing or other damage to the ribbon.
The principal object of the present invention is
to prevent curling, folding or tearing of the rib
hon by the ribbon lift or the type bars, and to do
this in a manner requiring the mininLin addi
tion of parts or changes in existing machines.

feeding parts of Figure 2;
Figure 4 is a plan view of the top end of a
ribbon feeding can lever Which is shown in side
view in Figure l;
Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 4 but show
ing a modified form of can lever end;
Figure 6 is a side Sectional view Similar to a

strong tendency to curl the edges of the ribbon
where it is held by the guides On the ribbon
lifters. Such curling or folding may enable the
type bars to catch on the ribbon, or may jam

in Which are illustrated examples of ribbon feed
ing and vibrating mechanisms embodying the
present invention and incorporating desirable
vibrator arresting and feed timing arrangements.
In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a Sectional side view of a portion of a
printing calculator With the parts at rest;
Figure 2 is a top plan view of parts of the ma
chine of Figure involved in the ribbon feeding;

40

portion of Figure 1, with the ribbon vibrating
parts in position for lateral ribbon feeding;
Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 6, but with
the parts in position for printing in One of the
colors of the ribbon;
Figure 8 is a view similar to Figure 6, but With
the parts in position for printing in the other
color of the ribbon;

Figure 9 is a diagram indicating the tiriling

45

of operation of parts of the machine during the

for Ward Stroke of the machine cycle; and
Figure 10 is a diagran showing timing of the
The preferred manner consists in proportioning parts during the return Stroke of the cycle.
the Carts of the machine and providing inecha
At the start of operation of the machine, the
nisin So that the movements of the ribbon lifts 50 parts are biased toward the non-printing rest
and of the ribbon feed cooperate to produce
position shown in Figure 1. The machine is pow
lateral feeding of the ribbon only at a time in the
ered by hand or motor to start the forward stroke
machine cycie when the ribbon is level (in line)
of the operating cycle and the main shaft it is
with the ribbon spools and tensioning devices.
thereby
oscillated in a counterclockwise direction
This is done by an arrangement for arresting 55 about bearings in a stationary supporting frame,
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main lever.

The other end of the link

ratchet tooth and Will turn the latchet 33 clock

Wise, Winding the ribbon a short distance onto
the Spool. This completes movement of the rib
bon feed in this direction and the parts stay in

6 is

pivoted as at 8 to the lower end of a rear Swing

this position while the rest of the mechanism

ing lever 9, Which itself is pivoted to the sta

tionary machine frame as at 20. These parts con
trol the actuation of all the other parts aS to
timing and direction of movement.
In the printing function of the machine, rock

4.

no movement of the ratchet or its connected Spool
Will take place, and a desired delay will occur.
Finally, the hook will become engaged with a

not shown in this portion of Figure 1. This move
ment drives the main operating lever 5, turning
it about the main shaft axis as a pivot, and there
by raises and pulls forward the front end of a
main driving link 6, pivoted as at 7 to the

Completes the forward stroke.
0

For reversing the ribbon feed, an arrangement

is made for altering the position of the ribbon

feed pawl in relation to the ribbon reverse lever,
SO that the left-hand ribbon feed ratchet 34 on

ing of the rear Swinging lever 9 in a clockwise
direction around pivot 20 raises the type bars 2

the left-hand spool 24 is in position to be en
by the left-hand hook 36 on the feed
through mechanisms not shown here, but which 15 gaged
pawl 37. The reverse feed is made after setting
may be as described in Patent 1,965,611 issued July
the feed pawl 37 by manual or automatic means
10, 1934, to O. J. Sundstrand and assigned to
not of importance here, so that an outer right
the same assignee as the present invention. It
hand notch 43 in the pawl rather than the inner
is Sufficient for an understanding of the present
right-hand notch 44 in the pawl will be seated
invention to note that the type bars are raised 20 against
a right-hand headed stud 45 on the slid
into their proper printing positions during the
ing lever 39. The stud is held in either one notch
forward stroke of the machine, printing takes
Or the other by means of a tension spring 4S, ex
place, and the type bars are retracted during the
tending between an anchor 47 on the feed pawl
return stroke of the operating cycle.
and an anchor 48 on the sliding level. With the
In order to present a fresh or changed surface 25 Stud
45 in the outer notch 43, the right-hand hook
of the ribbon to the type bars after each printing
Will
be
held away from the ratchet 33, but it may
operation, the ribbon 22 is fed or stepped laterally
engage a nose 50 on a right-hand holding pawl
during the operation cycle. Any suitable mech
5, Which otherwise would engage and hold the
anism may be employed for this purpose, but it
is preferred that something equivalent to the 30 ratchet 33 against movement in a counterclock
Wise direction. The pawl 5 is pivoted as at 52
Inechanism illustrated be used. This is shown
On the Stationary machine frame, part of which
in Figure 2 in a position for feeding the ribbon.
is indicated at 49. The holding pawl is constant
22 on to the right-hand spool 23 from the left
ly urged toward engagement with its ratchet as
hand spool or reel 24. With the parts in the

position shown, the ribbon feeding will take place 35 by a Spring 53, extending between the pawl and
an anchor (not shown) on the frame. Thus,
in a portion of the forward stroke of the cycle.

With the right-hand feed pawl and holding pawl

For reasons which Will become obvious When

parts in this altered position, no ribbon feeding
the action of the ribbon vibrating mechanism is
will be effected by these parts during the
understood, it is desired to delay the ribbon feed 40 drive
right-to-left movement of the ribbon reverse
ing Somewhat during the initial part of the for
lever in the forward stroke of the cycle.
Walrd Stroke of the cycle. This delay is accom
However, shifting of the right-hand stud 45
plished partially by the natural lost motion be
from the inner notch 44 to the outer notch 43 is
tween pivotally connected parts of the linkage,
accompanied by a similar shifting of parts on the
and partially by the location and action of cer
left end of the sliding lever and feed pawl. On
tain of the ribbon feeding elements which are 45 the
reverse feed, the left-hand stud 55 on the
controlled by the rear swinging lever 9 through
lever 39 is shifted from the outer left-hand notch
the ribbon feeding link 26, pivoted at 27 at one
56 in the feed pawl 37 (as in Figure 2) to the
end near the top of the Swinging lever. The other
left-hand notch 57. A spring 58, extend
end of the link 26 is pivotally connected as at 50 inner
ing between anchors in a manner similar to the
2S to the botton of the ribbon feeding can lever
Spring 46, urges the left-hand stud into engage
28. This cam lever is pivotally supported near
ment with one or the other of the notches 56
its center as at 38 to the stationary machine
and 57. In the shifted position, the left-hand
frame, and carries a top cam-slotted face 3 at
its upper end, the diagonal can slot 32 actuating 55 hook 36 on the feeding pawl will be out of engage
ment with the nose 59 on the left-hand holding
the ribbon feeding elements to rotate the ribbon
pawl 60. The holding pawl is thereby permitted
Spools as the cam lever is rocked during the ma

to Swing into engagement with the spool ratchet
34 through influence of the spring 62, and pre
vent clockwise rotation of the left-hand ratchet

chine cycle.
Driving connection between the cam lever and

the ribbon Spools is made on the right-hand side
right-hand Spool, and through a right-hand hook
35 on the ribbon feed pawl 3. This pawl is car
ried by and moved sidewise together with a slid

through a ribbon feed ratchet 33 fixed to the

ing ribbon reverse lever 39, which is slidably
mounted as at 40 and 4f on bearings extend
ing from the stationary frame. On the under
Side of the ribbon reverse lever is a cam roller
post 42, which extends downwardly and rides in
the cam slot 32 of the lever 29. Therefore, when
the cam lever Swings, it slides the ribbon reverse
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lever to the left, carrying with it the ribbon feed
pawl. In the first part of travel of the pawl, the
right-hand hook 35 will be moving toward en
gagement With one of the teeth on the right

hand ribbon feed ratchet 33. During this time,

75

and Spool. 24.
Now, as the parts slide to the left on the for

Ward stroke Swing of the cam lever 29, hook 36
will ride over the teeth of left-hand ratchet, 34,
the Spring 58 permitting this ratchetting to take
place. No feed will occur during this forward
Stroke, therefore, because the right-hand parts
are disengaged as explained above. However, in
the return stroke, as the slide 39 is moved to
Ward the right again, after the natural slack of

the connected parts is taken up, the left-hand
hook 36 Will move toward and eventually engage
a tooth. On the ratchet 34 and turn the left-hand
Spool counterclockwise a slight amount to feed
the ribbon. Note that the feed in this direction
is preceded by a slight pause at the beginning of

5
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the return stroke, just as in the case of the feed
in the direction first described the ribbon feed
was preceded by a pause at the beginning of the
forward stroke. When the feed has completed,
the parts stay in position while the rest of the
mechanism makes its last movement into normal

resting position.

6
When the machine is at rest (Figure 1) the
bearing postS 78 on the arms 75 press against
the tops of the shoulders 79 on the lifts T, and
hold the guides and ribbon in a lowered posi
tion at a level below the printing on a sheet of
paper (not shown) on the platen or roller 8.
The bent-over portions or hooks 86 on the guides
prevent the ribbon from sliding upwardly even

In order to make it more positive that the rib
bOn feed is stationary during both the beginning
though the ribbon is under tension and is be
and ending of the forward and return strokes of 0. low the level of the ribbon spools.
the cycle, a modified can for the slotted face 3
As the forward stroke is started, the arms 75
on the top end of the feeding lever 29 may be used.
are raised by upWard SWinging of the cam pieces
This is shown in Figure 5, and it comprises a
70 as above described, allowing each lift 77 to raise
central diagonal portion 63, and two parallel
itself through a ribbon lift spring arm 88, pivoted
straight end portions 64 and 65. When the can 5 as at 89 to the lift, and urged downwardly (clock
roller 42 is in either of the straight end portions
Wise) as by a tension spring 90, extending between
64 or 65 of the slot, no sidewise motion of the
the arm 88 and the lift proper, as shown. A pro
sliding lever 39 can take place, and no lateral
jection 9 on the spring arm will limit movement
feeding in either direction will occur. There
of the arm in clockwise direction when the projec
fore it is only at a portion of the middle of the 20 tion strikes a stop pin 92 on the ribbon lift T.
forward or return stroke that feeding will take
When the machine is in normal rest position, how
place, when the cam roller is riding in the diag
ever, the projection 9 will be held away from the
onal portion 63 of the slot.
Stop 92 by engagement of an extension 93 on arm
Proper tension is maintained on the ribbon
83 with a ribbon lift stop in the form of a hook
between the spools by any suitable means, and 25 S3. One of these hooks is mounted On a ledge on
a Spring biased pivoted tension arm 66 carry
each side of the machine frame 49, in the path
ing upstanding posts 67 and 68 is shown in Figure
of movement of the Spring lift arm on that side.

1 as on the left-hand side of the machine. This
The location of the hooks 93 is such that when
structure is mirrored on the right-hand Side, as
the
lift restoring arms 5 are not pressing on the
indicated in Figures 2 and 3.
30 shoulders 9, the Spring arm 88 Will engage stop
At certain times during the forward and re
pins 92 and hold the ribbon lifts 77 in a position
turn strokes when the type bars are being moved
so that the ribbon guides 85 are directly in line
and the ribbon is being fed or arrested in its
or on a level with the common level of the ribbon
lateral movement, the present invention provides
spools. It is at this position (Figure 6) that the
Vertical lifting or Vibration of the ribbon. As 35 ribibon feeding mechanism moves the ribbon lat
follows from the previous description, when the
erally as above described, if the ribbon feed is
rear Swinging lever 9 is first moved by operation
on the forward stroke. Each of the ribbon vibra
of the main link 6 in the forward stroke of the

machine, the pivot 8 between these members will
Swing forwardly in a clockwise direction. This
pivot 38 is in the form of an extended shaft with
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a roller on it which rides in a slot 69 in a restor

ing can piece 70. This can piece is guided dur
ing the forward stroke in a double swinging move
ment forwardly, then upwardly, and then for
wardly again, by means of a cam roller 7,
?mounted on the stationary machine frame, which
rides in a Z-shaped cam slot 73 in the cam piece
, and is guided also by means of a pivotal
connection as at 74 with a type bar lift restor
ing arm 75, itself pivoted as at 76 to the machine
frame. There are preferably two of the restor
ing arms 5, located on either side of the machine,
and tied together both at their pivots 6 and by
extension of the pivot 4 to form a cross-bar.
This cross-bar is used to restore the type bars
to proper position after printing, by mechanism

the present invention. This mechanism includes
a ribbon hook stop 93 secured to each ribbon lift
it near the bottom thereof, and a Cradle con
posed of a ribbon hook catch arm 9 on each side
of the machine, the cradle catch arms being joined
together by cross-bars 98 to pivot about an axle
39 in the frame. By mechanisms more fully dis
closed in the above noted Anderson patent, the
catch arms 9 of the cradle are optionally posi

Well understood in the art and shown in Sund

strand Patent 1,965,611. However, the forward
tips of the restoring arms are used to govern
movement of the ribbon vibrators or lifts, by a
lost-motion connection through extended bear
ing posts 8, one each on the arms 75, which en
gage with shoulders 79, one each on the lifts
. The lifts are guided for vertical Sliding nove
ment as by guide slots 80 and 8 in the lifts,
which ride on suitable guide posts 82 and 83 on
the machine frame. The timing of the vertical

tors is arrested or held in this level feeding posi
tion by engagement of extension 93 with hook 94
While the post 8 leaves the shoulder 79 and
travels freely upwardly, until the post on the arm
5 strikes the extension 93 and lifts the spring
arm and the vibrator upwardly away from the
hook. When this occurs, the ribbon feed is timed
to Stop.
The machine shown is preferably designed for a
bichrome ribbon, and stop mechanism may be
used for two color printing according to Patent
2,011,310, which issued August 13, 1935, to W. A.
Anderson and is assigned to the same assignee as

60

tioned so that either a lower shoulder 09 or an

upper shoulder
on each arn 9 will be in the
path of movement of the hook stop 95, Stopping
upward novement of the ribbon lifts in either

the lower blue printing position (Figure 7) or the
65 upper red printing position (Figure 8). The
Springs 33 on the arms 88 Will allow lifting of the
extensions 93 by the posts 78 of the arms 75 even
though the lifts are stationary because of en
movement of the ribbon lifts is of extreme im
gagement of stops 95 with shoulders 00 or Of.
portance in this invention because each lift car
ries at its top end a ribbon guide 85 with a bent 70 Printing will take place with the ribbon vibrat
ing parts in the raised position of either Figure
over end portion 86, the ribbon being threaded
through these guides and being positioned by the
7 or Figure 8, preferably in the first part of the
guides at various levels during operation of the
return stroke of the machine, as is usual in mech
machine. Binding of the ribbon in the guides
anisms of this character. Although the present
may cause curling or cutting of the ribbon edges. 75 disclosure provides for bichrome printing, there

2,692,556

7
spect, because a single color ribbon could be used,
and the two position hook catches and stops could
be eliminated.

On the return stroke, the arm 75 lowers the

away from the printing area, a pair of Spools
generally adjacent the printing means, a print

bearing post 78 and the extension 93 of arm 88
until the extension 93 again rests on the hook

stop 94. The spring 90 will pull the projection
9 against the stop pin 92 and Support the lift
7 against further downward travel. This is a
pause in the ribbon vibration during which the
lateral ribbon feed may take place (as in Figure
6) if the ribbon feed is operating in the return

8

in the feeding location, and a device for Operat
ing the ribbon feed simultaneously With opera
tion of the lift-arresting mechanism.
2. In a machine of the class described, a print
ing area, printing means movable toward and

is no intention to limit the invention in this re

ing ribbon extending between said Spools oppo
0

stroke of the machine as above described. After
a Suitable interval for the simultaneous ribbon

feeding, the arm 75 Will again take over downward
movement of the lift 77 by engagement of the post
3 with shoulder 79, until the parts are returned
to the rest position of Figure 1.
Figure 9 is a diagram of different related move

site the printing area, a feed for moving the rib
bon laterally in small steps between the Spools,
a ribbon lift for positioning the ribbon in a plu
rality of locations at levels below the printing
area, directly opposite the printing area, and in
line with the spools, delay mechanism for arrest
ing movement of the lift when the ribbon is in
line with the spools, and a connection for operat
ing the lateral ribbon feed substantially concur
rently with operation of the lift delay mecha
S.

3. In a machine of the class described, a platen
having a printing area, printing means movable
toward and away from the printing area, a print
angular positions of the arm 5 on the forward
ing ribbon cooperating with the printing means,
Stroke. It Will be noted that for the first 5 de
a pair of Spaced spools supporting Said ribbon
grees of movement the ribbon is raised to level
feeding position; during the major portion of the 2: under tension opposite the printing area, a feed
mechanism for stepping the ribbon laterally be
rest of the stroke, the ribbon can feed; and there
tween the spools, a ribbon lift slide for vertically
after the ribbon is raised to either blue or red
positioning the ribbon in a plurality of levels in
printing position in the Small remainder of the
forward stroke. In the return stroke of the cycle, 30 cluding a visible record level below the printing
shown in Figure 10, the hammers strike the type area, a printing level directly opposite the print
ing area, and a feeding level in line with the
bars and printing takes place in the first 1% de
spools, a lost-motion connection for halting
grees of movement of arm 75; the ribbon is low
movement of the lift when at the feeding level, a
ered to level feeding position after the first 6 de
drive for operating the ribbon feed during halt
grees of movement; during most of the rest of
ing of the ribbon lift, and a cam connection
this Stroke the ribbon can feed; and thereafter
preventing operation of the ribbon feed when
the ribbon is lowered in the last 5 degrees of move

ments of parts of the machine during different

ment to a position where the printed record is
visible. During the last portion of the return
stroke, the platen may also be actuated if de 40
sired, to advance the paper sheet or roll in Order
to increase visibility of the printed record and
to present a clean paper Surface for the next
machine cycle.
For clarity in illustration the thickness of the
ribbon is greatly exaggerated in the cross-sections
shown in Figures 1, 6, 7 and 8 of the drawings.
The dimensions of other parts and clearances in
the drawings have also been distorted somewhat
for better understanding of the structure and
action involved. However, as will be evident from
the foregoing description, certain aspects of the
invention are not limited to the particular details
of construction of the examples illustrated, and it
is contemplated that various and other modifica
tions and applications of the invention will occur
to those skilled in the art. It is therefore intended
that the appended claims shall cover Such modi

fications and applications as do not depart from
the true Spirit and scope of this invention.

the ribbon lift is not halted.

4. In a machine of the class described, having
printing means cyclically movable toward and
away from a printing area, the combination of
a pair of spaced rotatable ribbon Storage Spools
iocated at a common level, a printing ribbon
carried by said Spools and extending laterally
across the space between the Spools and adjacent
the printing area, a ribbon feed for cyclically
rotating one of Said spools and moving Said rib
bon laterally from One Spool to the other, a
ribbon vibrator for cyclically moving said ribbon
between a lower visible record position below
the printing area and an upper printing posi
tion opposite the printing area, Said Vibrator
occupying a position during its cycle where the
ribbon is level with said spools, mechanism for
arresting movement of Said vibrator when said
ribbon is level With the spools, and connecting
linkage . causing Operation of Said ribbon feed
Substantially only while said vibrator arresting
inechanism is effective and said ribbon is level

with Said Spools.
What is claimed as new and is desired to be
5. In a machine of the Class described, having
secured by Letters Patent of the United States is:
printing means cyclically movable toward and
1. In a machine of the class described, a print
away from a printing area, the combination of
ing area, printing means movable toward and
a pair of Spaced ribbon storage spools located
away from the printing area, a printing ribbon
at a Connon level, a printing ribbon carried
for cooperating therewith, a pair of spools Sup
by said spools and extending laterally between
porting the ribbon generally adjacent the print
the spools adjacent the printing area, a ribbon
ing means opposite the printing area, a feed for
feed
for moving said ribbon laterally a short dis
moving the ribbon between the spools, a ribbon
from one Spool toward the other during
lift for positioning the ribbon in a plurality 70 atance
machine cycle, a ribbon vibrator for moving
of locations including a visible record location
said ribbon vertically from a lower position below
with the ribbon at a level below the printing area,
the printing area, to an upper position opposite
a printing location with the ribbon opposite the
the printing area, and back to the lower posi
printing area, and a feeding location with the
during a machine cycle, said vibrator oc
ribbon in line with the pair of spools, mecha 75 tion
cupying positions during its cycle where the
nism fol' arresting movement of the lift When
60
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ribbon is level with said Spools, mechanism for
arresting movement of Said vibrator when said
ribbon is level with the Spools, driving linkage
operating Said ribbon feed. While Said vibrator
arresting mechanism is effective, and a device
for rendering said lateral ribbon feed inopera
tive When said ribbon vibrator moves Out of its

10

5

tion below the level of the Spools and an upper po
sition above the level of the spools, a lifting lever
operated by said driving mechanism for effect
ing movement of said ribbon lift from lower to
upper position during the forward stroke and
from upper to lower position during the return
stroke of the cycle, a resilient Support Constantly
urging said ribbon lift toward a position where
the ribbon is level with said spools, connection
between said ribbon lift and said lifting lever,
said connection permitting said resilient Support

arrested level-ribbon position.
6. In a machine of the class described, having
a driving mechanism operated in a cycle and type O
bars cyclically raised and lowered by Said mech
anism to print through a printing ribbon on a
to govern the position of said ribbon lift during
printing area, the combination of rotatable rib
the
major portion of the forward and return
bon spools for holding the ribbon on either side
strokes, and a cam on said ribbon feeding lever
of the printing area, a ribbon feed for winding 5 for
driving said ribbon feed only in those partS
the ribbon from one spool to another, a ribbon
of
the
cycle when said ribbon lift is Supported
feeding lever operated by said driving mecha
in the spool level ribbon position.
nism for actuating the ribbon feed. One Step at
8. In a machine of the class described, having
a time during a machine cycle, a vertically mov
a
driving
mechanism operated in a cycle includ
able ribbon lift for raising and lowering the rib 20 ing a forward
and a return stroke, the combina
bon between a lower visible record position below
tion
of
a
printing
ribbon, rotatable ribbon spools
the printing area and an upper printing position
on
a
common
level
for holding the ribbon, a
opposite the printing area, a lifting lever op
ribbon feed for rotating one of the Spools and
erated by said driving mechanism for effecting
Winding the ribbon laterally from One spool to
movement of said ribbon lift from lower to upper 25 another, a ribbon feeding lever operated by said
position and back again during a machine cycle,
driving mechanism principally in the middle of
a support urging said ribbon lift toward a posi
the forward and return strokes for actuating
tion where the ribbon is level with said Spools,
the ribbon feed during a machine cycle, a slidable
a lost-motion connection between Said ribbon
ribbon lift for raising and lowering the ribbon
lift and said lifting lever, said connection per 30 between
a lower position below the level of the
mitting said resilient support to govern the posi
spools
and
an upper position above the level of
tion of said ribbon lift during portions of the
the spools, a lifting lever operated by said driving
machine cycle, and a cooperating cam and roller
mechanism for effecting movement of Said ribbon
connection between said ribbon feeding lever and
lift
from lower to upper position during the for
35
said ribbon feed for driving said feed Only in
ward stroke and from upper to lower position
those portions of the cycle when Said ribbon lift
during the return stroke of a cycle, a resilient
is supported in the level ribbon position.
supporting
arm on the ribbon lift constantly
7. In a machine of the class described, having
urging
said
lift
toward a position where the rib
a driving mechanism operated in a cycle includ
bon
is
in
the
common
level of Said Spools, and
40
ing a forward and a return stroke, the combina
a lost-motion connection between Said ribbon
tion of a printing ribbon, a pair of rotatable
lift and said lifting lever, said connection per
ribbon spools on a common level for holding the
mitting said resilient supporting arm to govern
ribbon, a ribbon feed for rotating one of the the
position of said ribbon lift during the middle
spools and winding the ribbon from one Spool portion
the forward and return strokes, where
45
to another, a ribbon feeding lever operated by by said ofribbon
is fed laterally principally While
said driving mechanism for actuating the ribbon held
in a level with the spools.
feed one step at a time during a single machine

cycle, a vertically slidable ribbon lift for raising
and lowering the ribbon between a lower posi

No references cited.

